The Model 178BS, a breech loading projector, is an air projector designed for the person who has limited or occasional needs. Its design is simple yet effective.

**MODEL 178BS SPECIFICATIONS**
- Stock and Action - Crossman
- Sleek weather resistant stock design
- Elevated cheek rest for quick reticle reference
- Enlarged forearm to reduce pumping effort
- Overall Length - 41"
- Dart Barrel - 13 mm Smooth Bore
- Sights - Open
- Weight - 7 lbs
- Range - 2 feet to 40 yards with 1 cc Type 'P' disposable RDDs controlled by number of strokes when pumping air into projector and knurled power control knob on bolt
- Maximum 10 pumps
- Delivers 0.5 cc P - 10 cc U RDDs

**WHAT'S INCLUDED**
- 1 box of 10cc practice
- Ram rod
- Pell gun oil
- Manual
- Warranty card
- 1 year warranty

*Proper remote delivery must be delivered to the O-Zone™ injection site. Pneu-Dart recommends consistently delivering an appropriate sized practice RDD to a six-inch target before attempting to deliver any medication remotely. The species neutral O-Zone™ is on the side of the neck forward of the shoulder.*